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Abstract

The rate of the growth the web has been exponential in the past two decades. The advances that took place in the software and hardware particularly in the past decade are one of the vital factors for the advent growth of data on web. Web mining is application of data mining techniques to discover patterns from the web. Search engine is a software system/tool used to retrieve relevant data for a given query from the web. Page ranking algorithms play a chief role in the search engines. Hence the study of web mining, particularly search engines used in web mining has gained major interest amongst the researchers around the globe. This paper gives an overview of web mining and a distinctive survey of various web mining algorithms that are used in search engines for ranking web pages.
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1. Introduction

The World Wide Web is a huge, widely distributed, global source for information services (MPS Bhatia et al 2005). By all measures, the Web is enormous and growing at a staggering rate, which has made it increasingly intricate and crucial for both people and programs to have quick and accurate access to Web information and services. It is imperative to provide users with tools for efficient and effective resource and knowledge discovery. Search engines have played a key role in the World Wide Web's infrastructure as its scale and impact have escalated. Although search engines are important tools for knowledge discovery on the Web, they are far from perfect (Kosala et al 2009) but some of the challenges faced during the interaction with web are outlined below:

To find relevant information: Whenever user poses a query (simple keyword ) to the search engine, It gives list of resultant web pages based on ranking, however these web search results usually have low precision and recall.

Personalization of web: People differ in contents and presentations of information while interacting with web(R. Kosala et al 2009). Example: Jaguar could be an animal, car, sports team or computer. This type of overloading keyword semantics can return many low quality answers.

The Web constitutes a highly dynamic information source: Not only does the Web continue to grow rapidly, the information it holds also receives constant updates. News, stock market, service center, and corporate sites revise their Web pages regularly. Linkage information and access records also undergo frequent updates (R. Kosala et al 2009).
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**Fig1:** Basic web search engine architecture

**Fig2:** Web mining types and tasks
Information selection and pre-processing: It involves the automatic selection and preprocessing of specific information from retrieved web resources.

This process transforms the original retrieved data into information. The transformation could be renewal of stop words, stemming or it may be aimed for obtaining the desired representation such as finding phrases in training corpus

Generalization: It is a technique used for retrieve patterns from different web pages or multiple web pages. Data Mining techniques and machine learning are used in generalization

Analysis: It involves the validation and interpretation of the mined patterns. It plays an important role in pattern mining. A human plays an important role in information on knowledge discovery process on web.

2.1 Web Structure Mining

Web structure mining generates structured summaries about information on web pages/web. It shows the links from one web page to the other web page, known as hyper link (T.Munibala et al 2012). A hyperlink is a structural unit that connects a location in a web page to a different location, either within the same web page or on a different web page. Intra-document web pages connects different parts of web pages using hyper link. Inter-document web pages connects two different web pages using hyperlink

In addition, the content within a Web page can also be organized in a tree structured format, based on the various HTML and XML tags within the page. Mining efforts have focused on automatically extracting document object model (DOM) structures out of documents, which is also known as Document structure. The following are the link mining tasks that are used in web structure mining (Miguel Gomes da et al 2005)

Link-based Classification: Link-based classification is the most recent upgrade of a classic data mining task to linked domains. The task is to focus on the prediction of the category of a web page, based on words that occur on the page, links between pages, anchor text, html tags and other possible attributes found on the web page.

Link-based Cluster Analysis: The goal in cluster analysis is to find naturally occurring sub-classes. The data is segmented into groups, where similar objects are grouped together, and dissimilar objects are grouped into different groups. Different than the previous task, link-based cluster analysis is unsupervised and can be used to discover hidden patterns from data.

Link Strength: Links could be associated with weights.

Link Cardinality: The main task is to predict the number of links between objects. The following section gives a detailed review of the algorithms that use link mining tasks:

Brin, S, and Page,L. et al developed a Page rank algorithm which is being utilized by Google. Here, numerical weight is assigned to each element of hyperlink set of document such as World Wide Web Page. Rank considered randomly clicking on links based on probability distribution. The probability is expressed as a numeric value between 0 and 1. That numerical value is defined as damping factor. It is represented as d and usually its value set to be 0.85.

Kleinberg, John In, et al proposed HITS algorithm. It identifies two kinds of pages from the Web hyperlink structure; authorities (pages with good sources of content) and hubs (pages with good sources of links). For a given query, HITS will find authorities and hubs. According to their paper, a good hub is a page that points to many good authorities; a good authority is a page that is pointed to by many good hubs.

Wenpu Xing and Ali Ghorbani et al. suggested Weighted Page Rank Algorithm that assigns larger rank values to more important (popular) pages instead of dividing the rank value of a page evenly among its out link pages. Each out link page gets a value proportional to its popularity (its number of in links and out links). The popularity from the number of in links and out links is recorded as Win (v, u) and Wout (v, u), respectively. Win (v, u) is the weight of link (v, u) calculated based on the number of in links of page u and the number of in links of all reference pages of page v. In this algorithm weight is assigned to both back link and forward link. Incoming link is defined as number of link points to that particular page and outgoing link is defined as number of links goes out.

Taher H. Haveliwala et al, generated Topic Sensitive Page Rank algorithm, that computes a set of Page Rank vectors, using a set of representative topics, to capture more accurately the notion of importance with respect to a particular topic. By using these pre computed based Page Rank vectors to generate query-specific importance scores for pages at query time, we show that generate more accurate rankings than with a single, generic Page Rank vector.

Ali Mohammad Zareh Bidoki et al.gave new ranking method Distance Rank based on novel recursive method, this is based on reinforcement learning which considers distance between pages as punishment, called “Distance Rank” to compute ranks of web pages. The distance is defined as the number of “average clicks” between two pages. Results indicate that Distance Rank outperforms other ranking algorithms in page ranking and crawling scheduling.

Fabrizio Lamberti et al, proposed Relation Based page rank on semantic search engine that would take into account keywords and return page only if both keywords are present within the page and they are related to the associated concept as described in to the relational note associated with each page.

2.2 Web Content Mining

Web content mining is the process of extracting useful information from the contents of web documents.

The two common tasks through which useful information can be mined from Web are Clustering and Classification. The following are the various clustering techniques that are used to extract the information from the web.

Hierarchical Clustering (Niki R. Kapadia et al 2012) is a method of cluster analysis which builds
hierarchy of clusters. It is the collection of objects arranged in hierarchical fashion.
1. Start by assigning each item to a cluster, so that if you have N items, you now have N clusters, each containing just one item. Let the distances (similarities) between the clusters the same as the distances (similarities) between the items they contain.
2. Find the closest (most similar) pair of clusters and merge them into a single cluster, so that now you have one cluster less.
3. Compute distances (similarities) between the new cluster and each of the old clusters.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all items are clustered into a single cluster of size N.

Partition Clustering Algorithm (Niki R. Kapadia et al 2012) the partitioning methods generally result in a set of M clusters, each object belonging to one cluster. Each cluster may be represented by a centroid or a cluster representative; this is some sort of summary description of all the objects contained in a cluster. The precise form of this description will depend on the type of the object which is being clustered. In case where real-valued data is available, the arithmetic mean of the attribute vectors for all objects within a cluster provides an appropriate representative; alternative types of centroid may be required in other cases, e.g., a cluster of documents can be represented by a list of those keywords that occur in some minimum number of documents within a cluster. If the number of the clusters is large, the centroid can be further clustered to produces hierarchy within a dataset.

Graph Based clustering (Miguel Gomes da et al 2005) the documents to be clustered can be viewed as a set of nodes and the edges between the nodes represent the relationship between them. The edges bare a weight, which denotes the degree of that relationship. Graph based algorithms rely on graph partitioning, that is, they identify the clusters by cutting edges from the graph such that the edge-cut, i.e., the sum of the weights of the edges that are cut, is minimized. Since each edge in the graph represents the similarity between the documents, by cutting the edges with the minimum sum of weights the algorithm minimizes the similarity between documents in different clusters.

Neural Network based Clustering: Organizing feature Maps (SOM) (Takafumi Inoue et al 2005) is a widely used unsupervised neural network model. It consists of two layers: the input layer with n input nodes, which correspond to the n documents, and an output layer with k output nodes, which correspond to k decision regions. The input units receive the input data and propagate them onto the output units. Each of the k output units is assigned a weight vector. During each learning step, a document from the collection is associated with the output node, which has the most similar that it will become even more similar to the vector that represents that document.

Fuzzy Clustering: All the above approaches produce clusters in such a way that each document is assigned to one and only one cluster. Fuzzy clustering approaches, on the other hand, are non-exclusive, in the sense that each document can belong to more than one cluster. Fuzzy algorithms usually try to find the best clustering by optimizing a certain criterion function. The fact that a document can belong to more than one cluster is described by a membership function. The membership function calculates for each document a membership vector, in which the i-th element indicates the degree of membership of the document in the i-th cluster.

Probabilistic Clustering: Another way of dealing with uncertainty is to use probabilistic clustering algorithms. These algorithms use statistical models to calculate the similarity between the data instead of some predefined measures. The basic idea is the assignment of probabilities for the membership of a document in a cluster. Each document can belong to more than one cluster according to the probability of belonging to each cluster.

The following are various classification techniques that are used to extract the information from the web.

Decision Tree (Darshna Navadiya et al 2012): Two widely known algorithms for building decision trees are Classification and Regression Trees and ID3/C4.5. The tree tries to infer a split of the training data based on the values of the available features to produce a good generalization. The split at each node is based on the feature that gives the maximum information gain. Each leaf node corresponds to a class label. A new example is classified by following a path from the root node to a leaf node, where at each node a test is performed on some feature of that example. The leaf node reached is considered the class label for that example.

k-Nearest Neighbor (Darshna Navadiya et al 2012) KNN is considered among the oldest nonparametric classification algorithms. To classify an unknown example, the distance (using some distance measure e.g. Euclidean) from that example to every other training example is measured. The k smallest distances are identified, and the most represented class in these k classes is considered the output class label. The value of k is normally determined using a validation set or using cross-validation.

Naïve Bayes (Magdalini Eirinaki et al) Naive Bayes is a probabilistic classifier. It is constructed from the training data to estimate the probability of each class given the document feature values (words) of a new instance. Bayes theorem is used to estimate these probabilities. It works well even when the feature independence assumed by Naïve Bayes does not hold. However, it is based on simplifying assumptions (conditional independence). The following section describes the algorithms used for assigning ranks to pages for both classifications and clustering methodologies that are used in web mining most frequently.

Yangzhou, et al, gives Tag Rank Algorithm it calculates the heat of the tags by using time factor of the new data source tag and the annotations behavior of the web users. This algorithm provides a better authentication method for ranking the web pages. The results of this algorithm are very accurate and this algorithm index new information resources in a better way.

Takafumi Inoue, et al. proposed Eigen Rumor Algorithm it scores each blog entry by weighting the hub and authority scores of the bloggers based on Eigen vector calculations. This algorithm enables a higher score to be
assigned to the blog entries submitted by a good blogger but not yet linked to by any other blogs based on acceptance of the blogger’s prior work.

Lian- Wang, et al, generated Query Dependent Ranking Algorithm this is used to measure the similarities between the queries. A single model for ranking is made for every training query with corresponding document. Whenever a query arises, then documents are extracted and ranked depending on the rank scores calculated by the ranking model. The ranking model in this algorithm is the combination of various models of the similar training queries.

Web structured mining helps calculating the importance of page whereas Web Content Mining calculates relevancy of the page to the query.

2.3 Web Usage Mining

Web Usage Mining process (Chintandeep Kaur et al 2012) is divided into 3 phases:
# Pre processing
# Pattern Discovery
# Pattern Analysis

3: Web usage mining process

The process of analyzing the user’s browsing behavior is called Web usage mining. Web Usage Mining is used to discover interesting usage patterns from Web data, in order to understand and better serve the needs of Web-based applications. Web usage mining itself can be classified further depending on the kind of usage data considered. They are web server data, application server data and application level data. Web server data correspond to the user logs that are collected at Web server. Some of the typical data collected at a Web server include IP addresses, page references, and access time of the users. Web usage mining extracts visitor’s traffic information based on Web server log files, application server data and application level data.

2.3.1 Web usage mining process

The process of analyzing the user’s browsing behavior is called Web usage mining. Web Usage Mining (B.SanthoshKumar et al 2010) is used to discover interesting usage patterns from Web data, in order to understand and better serve the needs of Web-based applications. Web usage mining itself can be classified further depending on the kind of usage data considered. They are web server data, application server data and application level data. Web server data correspond to the user logs that are collected at Web server. Some of the typical data collected at a Web server include IP addresses, page references, and access time of the users. Web usage mining (Jinguang Liu et al 2008) extracts visitor’s traffic information based on Web server log files, application server data and application level data. Web server log files were used initially by the webmasters and
system administrators for the purposes of how much traffic they are getting, how many requests fail, and what kind of errors are being generated, etc. However, Web server log files can also record and trace the visitors’ online behaviors. Search engine logs not only keep navigation information, but also the queries made by their users.

Queries and related clicks can be used to improve the search engine itself in different aspects: user Interface, index performance, and answer ranking

Hua Jiang, et al, Developed Time rank, This algorithm is used to improve the precision of ranking Web pages, after analyzing the original Page Rank and its improved versions, record the visited time of the page to check the degree of importance to the users. It means use the time factor to improve the precision of the ranking. Which is called Time Rank. It can be treated as the combination of content and link structure in another way.

Conclusion

We provide a survey about the different web mining algorithms in search engine for ranking web pages. Web structure mining is used to rank web pages based on link structure it gives relevant pages, web content mining uses clustering and classification for ranking web pages, this gives popular (important) web pages.

Web usage mining uses visitor’s traffic information, queries and related clicks can be used to rank web pages for improve the search engine results. This paper also gives a broad idea to opt a relevant web mining algorithms according to user requirement and also gives brief description on various challenges faced in web mining when interact with web.
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